
Nº Bedrooms: 5 Nº Bathrooms: 5 Nº People: 12 Parking M² built: 938 m² Terrace Wifi ski-in/ski-out
Private pool Heated Pool Jacuzzi Sauna Private SPA Mountain view Private lift Air conditioning
Dishwasher TV Washing machine Gym/Fitness Massage room Ski Room Cinema/tv room Distance to centre: central

Skiing/Snowboarding Cross country skiing Golf Hiking Mountain-Biking Riding

Activities in resort

The Courchevel chalet for rent with 938 sqm and 5 bedrooms is located 1,850 metres above the sea and is perfect for skiing and snowboarding.
For our chalet, we chose Courchevel 1850, the resort’s highest location, where the privileged Rue des Chenus is just 50 metres away from the slopes.

For the interior design, our architects used the traditional chalet style decor, including natural upholstery and wooden floors, walls, furniture, and bars for the ceiling.

Bedrooms
Chalet can only be booked as a whole house for vacations with family or friends
Our chalet provides comfortable accommodation for ten guests. With three floors, it has five bedrooms, each with its own bathroom, wardrobe, and balcony. The largest 50 sq m bedroom boasts two wardrobes
and a working space.
To keep a true chalet environment, our designers used natural fabrics: linen and jacquard for the curtains; silk, jacquard satin, and batiste for the bedrooms; leather and canvas for the furniture.
50 sq. m
33 sq. m
29 sq. m
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23 sq. m
19 sq. m

Cuisine
We spent several years looking for the best collection wines worthy of our chalet’s cellars. Eventually, we came up with a wine list that would be the envy of any restaurant in the Three Valleys.

We serve French cuisine in our chalet. The chef does all the ingredient picking and controls the preparation process to make sure guests can appreciate both the food and the serving.
If you have any special requests or preferences in your diet, just let us know.

Our goal and commitment is to create an ideal match in taste and serving for whatever our guests may wish.

Staying at our chalet
At our chalet, you will be able to fully relax and enjoy each and every moment of your vacation.
In the morning, our guests take the lift up to the dining room to have breakfast and discuss plans for the day.

If you do not ski, but would like to learn to, our manager will be happy to arrange for all the necessary equipment and an instructor who will teach you skiing basics in just a couple of lessons.

After breakfast, ski lovers are out on the slopes. A great place in terms of people and atmosphere, Courchevel has one more major attraction: it offers a variety of pistes located a stone’s throw away from your
accommodation.

Spa & Fitness
A 1.4 metre deep swimming pool is right there to calm your body after the freezing cold of the ice. Finish off your spa day with a massage in the spa lounge that will help relieve tight and sore muscles after a hard
workout or skiing session if you were cruising the slopes.
Exhausted after hours of skiing in Les Trois Vallées, your friends will join you. On leaving the steam room, rub your skin with finely crushed ice from the nearby ice fountain — and you will feel refreshed and
invigorated.
We invite our guests to enjoy spa and fitness lounges on the second underground floor. After a workout at the gym, just relax in our sauna or Turkish bath.

Outdoor Activities
The city of Courchevel needs no introduction. Our Chalet is located in Courchevel 1850, the highest and most prestigious part of the resort.
Les Trois Vallées, or The Three Valleys, is the world’s largest ski resort with 600 kilometres of slopes. 85% of the slopes are more than 1,800 metres above the sea level, offering a great snow cover from early
December until late April.
Even if snow is scarse, the resort has an arsenal of 2,100 snow cannons to fill the slopes.

For passionate shoppers, Courchevel 1850 boasts the best high-street boutiques.
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